Given an (irreducible) Möbius covariant net A, we prove a Bisognano-Wichmann theorem for its categorical extension E f associated to the braided C˚tensor category Rep f pAq of dualizable Möbius covariant A-modules. As a closely related result, we prove a (modified) Bisognano-Wichmann theorem for any (possibly) non-local extension of A obtained by a C˚-Frobenius algebra Q in Rep f pAq.
To derive a B-W theorem for categorical extensions of A, we first need to define the modular S and F operators for them. Before explaining the definition, we first recall what are categorical extensions.
Let S 1 be the lower semi-circle. If H i , H j are A-modules, then H j is a left ApS 1 q module, and H i is a right ApS 1 q module defined by the action x P ApS 1 q Þ Ñ Θx˚Θ. Then the fusion product H i b H j is the Connes-Sauvageot relative tensor product of H i and H j over ApS 1 q. ApS 1 q and ApS 1 q act naturally on H i bH j by acting respectively on the left and the right components, and can be extended to a representation of A on H i b H j using "path continuations". (See section A or [Gui18] chapter 2 for details.) Now, one can define a dense vector space H i pIq " Hom ApI 1 q pH 0 , H i qΩ, where I 1 is the interior of the complement of I. H j pIq is defined similarly. Then we know that H i b H j has a dense subspace spanned by vectors of the form ξ b η where ξ P H i pS 1 q and η P H j pS 1 q. We then have bounded operators Lpξq P Hom ApS 1 q pH j , H i b H j q, Rpηq P Hom ApS 1 q pH i , H i b H j q defined by Lpξqφ " ξ b φ and Rpηqψ " ψ b η for any φ P H j pS 1 q, ψ P H i pS 1 q. We understand Lpξq, Rpηq as operators acting on any possible A-modules. This means that when χ P H k , we have Lpξqχ P H i b H k , Rpηqχ P H k b H j . The L and R operators defined above should be understood as supported in S 1 and S 1 respectively. We would like to have them supported in any interval I, so that we have nets of sets of L operators and R operators. It turns out that in general, such nets can be defined not on S 1 but on its universal cover. So one should consider the L and R operators localized not in intervals, but in arg-valued intervals. If I is an interval of S 1 , then one can choose a continuous argument function arg I . Then the pair r I " pI, arg I q is called an arg-valued interval. We choose Ă S 1 and Ă S 1 such that arg S 1 pe it q " t (0 ă t ă π), and that arg S 1 pe it q " t (´π ă t ă 0). Then one can define consistently the L and R operators localized in any given arg-valued interval r I. To be more precise, for any A-modules H i , H k and any ξ P H i pIq, one can define Lpξ, r Iq P Hom ApI 1 q pH k , H i b H k q, Rpξ, r Iq P Hom ApI 1 q pH k , H k b H i q.
Moreover, when r I " Ă S 1 we have Lpξ, r Iq " Lpξq; when r I " Ă S 1 we have Rpξ, r Iq " Rpξq. These L and R operators form a categorical extension of A.
We now focus on dualizable A-modules H i , H j , H k , etc. Since H i is dualizable, we have an A-module H i (the dual object) and evaluations ev i,i P Hom A pH i b H i , H 0 q and ev i,i P Hom A pH i b H i , H 0 q satisfying the conjugate equations
where we set coev i,i " evi ,i , coev i,i " evi ,i . Moreover, we may and do assume that the ev and coev are standard, which means d i " ev i,i 2 equals d i " ev i,i 2 and are the smallest possible values. (Equivalently, ev and coev satisfy (2.18); cf. [ These two operators are indeed preclosed. Moreover, they are related by the (unitary) twist operator ϑ (proposition 4.5):
We can thus define the modular operator ∆ r I and modular conjugation J r I by the polar decompositions: r I , where, for each H i , ∆ r I is a positive closed operator on H i , and J r I : H i Ñ H i is antiunitary. Indeed, J r I : H i Ñ H i is an involution, i.e., J 2 r I " 1. Note that J r I depends on the choice of dual objects and standard evaluations because S r I do. This is related to the important fact that J r I implements the conjugations of morphisms which depend on dual objects and standard evaluations. Indeed, for any morphism G P Hom A pH i , H j q one can define its conjugate G P Hom A pH i , H i q to be the adjoint of the transpose G _ , where G _ is the unique morphism in Hom A pH j , H i q satisfying ev j,j pG b 1 j q " ev i,i p1 i b G _ q.
We will prove that G " J r I¨G¨J r I (see proposition 4.12), which suggests that J r I is the correct modular conjugation for categorical extensions.
On the other hand, ∆ r I is independent of dual objects and standard evaluations. (It even does not depend on arg I , which means that we can write ∆ r I as ∆ I .) Moreover, the action of ∆ r I on any H i can be interpreted as a Connes spatial derivative (see remark 4.13). Indeed, our definition and treatment of S r I and F r I are deeply motivated by the matrix algebra approach to Connes fusion products and Connes spatial derivatives in [Fal00] and [Tak02] section IX.3. Those matrices of von Neumann algebras are described in our article by the C˚-Frobenius algebra Q " pH k b H k , µ, ιq in the representation category Rep f pAq of dualizable Möbius covariant A-modules, where ι P Hom A pH 0 , H k b H k q is coev k,k , and µ P Hom
As we will show, S r I and F r I are closely related to the S and F operators of non-local extensions of A constructed from C˚-Frobenius algebras. Thus, using the Tomita-Takesaki theory for those non-local extensions, we are able to show that S r I and F r I are always preclosed, and that ∆ r I and J r I satisfy similar algebraic relations as those in Tomita-Takesaki theory (see for example proposition 4.10). The idea here is the same as in [Fal00] and [Tak02] .
We emphasize that the categorical extensions and the non-local finite index extensions (by C˚-Frobenius algebras) of a conformal net A are closely related. So are their modular theories. As we will see, the proof of the B-W theorem for categorical extensions relies on that for non-local extensions, and vice versa: As indicated in [ALR01] and [LR04] , for a non-local extension B constructed from the C˚-Frobenius algebra Q, zptq " ∆ it I δ I p2πtq is a one-parameter group independent of I. To show that zptq " 1 when Q is standard, we have to make use of the relation F r I " ϑS r I in the modular theory of categorical extensions. On the other hand, to prove the categorical B-W theorem, we need the non-local B-W theorem in the case that Q is standard; to prove the (modified) non-local B-W theorem for non-necessarily standard Q, one needs the categorical B-W theorem. These two B-W theorems are the main results of our paper, which are stated in details in theorems 5.3 and 5.10. Roughly speaking, the categorical B-W theorem says:
when acting on any dualizable H i . Moreover, Θ :" J Ă S 1 is a PCT-operator for the (rigid) categorical extension.
Let Q " pH a , µ, ιq be a C˚-Frobenius algebra in Rep f pAq, where ι P Hom A pH 0 , H a q and µ P Hom A pH a b H a , H a q. Choose dual object H a and standard evaluations ev a,a , ev a,a . Let ǫ be the unique invertible morphism in Hom A pH a , H a q satisfying ev a,a pǫ b 1 a q " ι˚µ.
(ǫ will be called reflection operator in our paper.) We remark that ǫ˚ǫ is independent of dual objects and standard evaluations. Then we have: Some remarks on these two theorems:
• Equivalent forms of equation (0.1) already appeared in [FRS92, Jörß96] and in [Lon97] . In [FRS92, Jörß96] , the S operators are defined for reduced field bundles, which are an alternative model for charged fields (intertwining operators) of conformal nets. For our purpose (see the beginning of the introduction), categorical extensions might be more convenient than reduce field bundles. In [Lon97] , Longo showed that the dilation group δ I is related to Connes Radon-Nikodym derivatives, which are in turn related to Connes spatial derivatives and hence related to our ∆ r I (see remark 4.13). • Similar to [Jörß96, GL96] , the conformal spin-statistics theorem ϑ " e 2iπL 0 is a consequence of the PCT theorem for (rigid) categorical extensions (see theorem 5.7).
• The C˚-Frobienius algebra Q is standard if and only if ǫ is unitary. Thus, by (0.2), for the non-local extension B of A obtained by Q, the standard geometric modular theorem D it r I " δ I p´2πtq holds if and only if Q is standard. • When Q is irreducible (as a left Q-module), theorem 0.2 was proved by [LR04] proposition 3.5-(ii).
This article is organized as follows. In section 1 we review the definitions of Möbius covariant nets and conformal nets and their representations. In section 2 we review the definition and basic properties of categorical extensions of conformal nets. Construction of non-local extensions of conformal nets via C˚-Frobenius algebras (or Qsystems) was first studied in [LR95] using endomorphisms of von Neumann algebras. A parallel construction using bimodules and Connes fusions was given in [Mas97] . In section 3, we use categorical extensions as a new method to realize such construction of non-local extensions. Our method emphasizes the close relation between the charged field operators of a conformal net and the field operators of its non-local extensions, and explains the slogan "non-local extensions are subquotients of categorical extensions" proposed in [Gui18] . In section 4 we define the S and F operators for rigid categorical extensions, and prove basic properties of these operators by relating them with the S and F operators of non-local extensions. We also prove that the conjugations of morphisms are implemented by the modular conjugations of categorical extensions. In section 5 we prove the main results of this article, namely theorems 0.1 and 0.2. In section 6 we use the modular theory of categorical extensions to study the preclosedness of certain unbounded charged fields of conformal nets. Although our main motivation of this article is to study the functional analytic properties of these field operators, here we do not give a systematic study of this topic but leave it to future works.
Categorical extensions of conformal nets are closely related to Connes fusion. In section A we briefly explain this relation for the convenience of the readers who are not familiar with this relation. We hope that this appendix section would help them understand the axioms in the definition of categorical extensions. In section B we prove that the rigid categorical extensions of Möbius covariant nets are Möbius covariant. This result parallels the conformal covariance of the categorical extensions of conformal (covariant) nets proved in [Gui18] section 2.4 and theorem 3.5. Indeed, our proof of the Möbius covariance in this article can be adapted to give a simpler proof of the conformal covariance in [Gui18] ; see the end of section B.
in J . The group Diff`pS 1 q of orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms of S 1 contains the subgroup PSUp1, 1q of Möbius transforms of S 1 . If I P J , we let DiffpIq be the subgroup of all g P Diff`pS 1 q acting as identity on I 1 .
In this article, we always let A be an (irreducible) Möbius covariant net, which means that for each I P J there is a von Neumann algebra ApIq acting on a fixed separable Hilbert space H 0 , such that the following conditions hold: (a) (Isotony) If I 1 Ă I 2 P J , then ApI 1 q is a von Neumann subalgebra of ApI 2 q. (b) (Locality) If I 1 , I 2 P J are disjoint, then ApI 1 q and ApI 2 q commute. (c) (Möbius covariance) We have a strongly continuous unitary representation U of PSUp1, 1q on H 0 such that for any g P PSUp1, 1q, I P J ,, UpgqApIqUpgq˚" ApgIq. We say that A is a conformal (covariant) net if the representation U of PSUp1, 1q on H 0 can be extended to a strongly continuous projective unitary representation U of Diff`pS 1 q on H 0 , such that for any g P Diff`pS 1 q, I P J , and any representing element V P UpH 0 q of Upgq, V ApIqV˚" ApgIq.
Moreover, if g P DiffpIq and x P ApI 1 q, then V xV˚" x.
Let H i be a separable Hilbert space. Recall that a (normal) representation pH i , π i q of A (also called an A-module) associates to each I P J a unital *-representation π i,I : ApIq Ñ BpH i q, such that for any I 1 , I 2 P J satisfying I 1 Ă I 2 , and any x P ApI 1 q, we have π i,I 1 pxq " π i,I 2 pxq. We write π i,I pxq as π i pxq or just x when no confusion arises.
Let G be the universal covering of Diff`pS 1 q. The corresponding projective representation of G on H 0 is also denoted by U. Then G has a central extension
associated to the projective representation of Diff`pS 1 q on H 0 . In other words, we set
Then the projective representation Diff`pS 1 q ñ H 0 gives rise to an actual unitary representation of G A of H 0 , also denoted by U. For each I, we let G pIq be the preimage of DiffpIq under the covering map G Ñ Diff`pS 1 q. Similarly, let G A pIq be the preimage of G pIq under G A Ñ G . If A is conformal covariant, then any A-module H i is conformal covariant, which means that there is a unique representation U i of G A on H i such that for any I P J and g P G A pIq,
(1.1) This is proved in [DFK04] (only for irreducible representations) and in [Hen19] theorem 11. From this formula and the fact that G A is algebraically generated by tG A pIq : I P J u proved in [Hen19] Lemma 17-(ii) (see also [Gui18] proposition 2.2), it is clear that any homomorphism of conformal net modules is also a homomorphism of representations of G A . Moreover, for any g P G A and x P ApIq one has U i pgqπ i,I pxqU i pgq˚" π i,gI pUpgqxUpgq˚q.
(1.2) Very often, we will write Upgq and U i pgq as g for short. 3 Let Ć PSUp1, 1q be the universal cover of PSUp1, 1q, regarded as a subgroup of G . By [Bar54] , the restriction of any strongly continuous projective representation G to Ć PSUp1, 1q can be lifted to a unique strongly continuous unitary representation of Ć PSUp1, 1q. Thus Ć PSUp1, 1q is also a subgroup of G A . Note that the action of Ć PSUp1, 1q on H 0 also preserves Ω. We say that an A-module H i is Möbius covariant if there is a strongly continuous unitary representation U i of Ć PSUp1, 1q on H i such that (1.2) holds for any g P Ć PSUp1, 1q and I P J .
Rigid categorical extensions
Let ReppAq be the C˚-category of A-modules whose objects are denoted by H i , H j , H k , . . . . Then one can equip ReppAq with a structure of braided C˚-tensor category either via Doplicher-Haag-Roberts (DHR) superselection theory [FRS89, FRS92] , or via Connes fusion [BDH15, BDH17, Gui18]. These two constructions are equivalent by [Gui18] chapter 6. The unit of ReppAq is H 0 . We write the tensor (fusion) product of two A-modules H i , H j as H i b H j . We assume without loss of generality that ReppAq is strict, which means that we will not distinguish between H 0 ,
In the following, we review the definition and the basic properties of closed vector-labeled categorical extensions of A (abbreviated to "categorical extensions" for short) introduced in [Gui18] .
To begin with, if H i , H j are A-modules and I P J , then Hom ApI 1 q pH i , H j q denotes the vector space of bounded linear operators T : H i Ñ H j such that T π i,I 1 pxq " π j,I 1 pxqT for any x P ApI 1 q. We then define H i pIq " Hom ApI 1 q pH 0 , H i qΩ, which is a dense subspace of H i . Note that
If I P J , an arg-function of I is, by definition, a continuous function arg I : I Ñ R such that for any e it P I, arg I pe it q´t P 2πZ. r I " pI, arg I q is called an arg-valued interval. Equivalently, r I is a branch of I in the universal cover of S 1 . We let r J be the set of arg-valued intervals. If r I " pI, arg I q and r J " pJ, arg J q are in r J , we say that r I and r J are disjoint if I and J are so. Suppose moreover that for any z P I, ζ P J we have arg J pζq ă arg I pzq ă arg J pζq`2π, then we say that r I is anticlockwise to r J (equivalently, r J is clockwise to r I). We write r I Ă r J if I Ă J and arg J | I " arg I . Given r I P r J , we also define r I 1 " pI 1 , arg I 1 q P r J such that r I is anticlockwise to r I 1 . We say that r I 1 is the clockwise complement of r I. 
such that the following conditions are satisfied: (a) (Isotony) If r I 1 Ă r I 2 P r J , and ξ P H i pI 1 q, then Lpξ, r I 1 q " Lpξ, r I 2 q, Rpξ, r I 1 q " Rpξ, r I 2 q when acting on any H k P ObjpReppAqq. 
Note that ß i,j is unique by the density of fusion products. Moreover, ß i,j commutes with the actions of A, and is the same as the braid operator of ReppAq; see [Gui18] sections 3.2, 3.3. The existence of E is also proved in [Gui18] sections 3.2. 5 Remark 2.2. We see that Lpξ, r
Iq and Rpξ, r Iq can act on any object in ReppAq. If we want to emphasize that they are acting on a specific object H k , we write Lpξ, r
Iq| H k and Rpξ, r Iq| H k . It is noteworthy that for any x P ApIq,
See the end of [Gui18] section 3.1. By the locality and the state-field correspondence, it is also easy to see that
Another useful fact is that if F P Hom A pH i , H i 1 q, G P Hom A pH j , H j 1 q, ξ P H i pIq, and η P H j , then
This was proved in [Gui18] section 3.3 using Connes fusion, but it also follows directly from the axioms of categorical extensions. To prove the first equation, it suffices to assume that η P H j pJq where r J is clockwise to r I. Then, by the functoriality and relation (2.6),
The second relation follows from the first one and (2.6). We now prove some fusion relations for the L and R operators of E .
As a special case, we see that if ξ P H i pIq and x P ApIq, then xξ P H i pIq, and
Proof. We only prove the first equation of part (b); the second one follows similarly. Part (a) follows either from a similar argument or from [Gui18] proposition 3.6. Since Lpξ, r Iq˚ψ " Lpξ, r Iq˚Lpψ, r IqΩ, we clearly have Lpξ, r Iq˚ψ P H j pIq. Choose any χ P H k p r I 1 q. Then, by the adjoint commutativity of left and right operators,
Next, we discuss the conformal covariance of E . For any r I " pI, arg I q P r J and g P G A , we have gI defined by the action of Diff`pS 1 q on S 1 . We now set g r I " pgI, arg gI q, where arg gI is defined as follows. Choose any map γ : r0, 1s Ñ G A satisfying γp0q " 1, γp1q " g such that γ descends to a (continuous) path in G . Then for any z P I there is a path γ z : r0, 1s Ñ S 1 defined by γ z ptq " γptqz. The argument arg I pzq of z changes continuously along the path γ z to an argument of gz, whose value is denoted by arg gI pgzq.
when acting on any H j P ObjpReppAqq.
It's clear that we have gξg´1 " gLpξ, r Iqg´1Ω " gRpξ, r Iqg´1Ω.
(2.14)
In particular, when g P Ć PSUp1, 1q one has gξg´1 " gξ by the state-field correspondence and that gΩ " Ω. Therefore
The above property is called the Möbius covariance of E . In the remaining part of this paper, we will be interested in Rep f pAq, the C˚-tensor category of dualizable Möbius covariant representations of A. (Recall that when A is conformal covariant, the conformal covariance and hence the Möbius covariance of dualizable representations are automatic.) Then Rep f pAq is a rigid C˚-tensor category. 6 Recall that a representation H i of A is called dualizable if there exists an object H i P ObjpReppAqq (called dual object) and evaluations ev i,i P Hom
Note that in each of (2.16) and (2.17), the first equation is equivalent to the second one by taking adjoint. Note also that ev i,i is uniquely determined by ev i,i since coev i,i is so. Moreover, one can choose the evaluations to be standard, which means that besides the conjugate equations, we also have
Standard evaluations exist and are unique up to unitaries, which means that if u P End A pH i q is unitary, then r ev i,i :" ev i,i pu b 1 i q and r ev i,i :" ev i,i p1 i b uq are also standard, and any pair of standard evaluations arises in this way. We refer the reader to [LR97] 
Non-local extensions
Q-systems were introduced by R.Longo [Lon94] and are powerful tools for studying local and non-local extensions of conformal and Möbius covariant nets [LR95, KL04, BKLR15] . In this section, we give a construction of non-local extensions by Qsystems under the framework of categorical extensions. We shall work with a general C˚-Frobenius algebra Q in Rep f pAq, and construct a non-local extension B of A via Q.
Recall that Q " pH a , µ, ιq is called a C˚-Frobenius algebra in Rep f pAq if H a P ObjpRep f pAqq, µ P Hom A pH a b H a , H a q, ι P Hom A pH 0 , H a q, and the following conditions are satisfied:
Note that the associativity and the Frobenius relation are equivalent to the adjoint commutativity of the following diagram Proof. Consider the following matrix of diagrams.
The We remind the reader that r I 1 is the clockwise complement of r I.
Proof. We only prove Bp r Iq 1 " B 1 p r I 1 q as the other relation can be proved in a similar way. Note that by the previous proposition, we have Bp r Iq 1 Ą B 1 p r I 1 q. To prove Bp r Iq 1 Ă B 1 p r I 1 q, we choose any Y P Bp r Iq 1 and show that Y P B 1 p r I 1 q. Set η " Y ιΩ. Since ι P Hom A pH 0 , H a q and Y P Hom ApIq pH a , H a q (by proposition 3.2), one has Y ι P Hom ApIq pH 0 , H a q. Therefore η P H a pI 1 q. Choose any ξ P H a pIq. Then, by proposition 3.6, we have
This shows Y " Bpη, r I 1 q and hence that Y P B 1 p r I 1 q.
Proposition 3.6. For any r I P r J and ξ P H i pIq,
Proof. We shall prove the following more general relations:
Again, we only prove the first one as the second one can be argued similarly. We compute that
where we have used the functoriality of E f and the unit property of Q.
Finally, if A is conformal covariant, we notice that for any g P G A , we have gBp r
Iqg´1 " Bpg r Iq and gB 1 p r Iqg´1 " B 1 pg r Iq. Indeed, we notice that the actions of g commute with µ (see the discussion after (1.1)). Therefore the conformal covariance of E f implies the two equations. If A is only Möbius covariant, we also have similar relations for g P Ć PSUp1, 1q. We summarize the above results as follows. (Note that (3.6) follows from lemma 3.6.) When A is conformal covariance, the above relations are also true when g P G A .
We say that B and B 1 are the non-local extensions of A associated to the C˚-Frobenius algebra Q, and that B 1 is the clockwise dual net of B.
Given Q " pH a , µ, ιq and the associated non-local extensions B, B 1 , we define Q 1 " pH a , µ 1 , ιq, where µ 1 " µß a,a . We describe the relation between B and its clockwise double dual net B 2 . Let r I 2 be the clockwise complement of r I 1 . Then we have I 2 " I and arg I 2 " arg I´2 π.
Proposition 3.9. B 2 p r I 2 q " Bp r Iq for any r I P r J .
Proof. We have Bp r Iq " B 1 p r I 1 q 1 and, similarly, B 1 p r I 1 q " B 2 p r I 2 q 1 .
Categorical modular operators and conjugations
We first recall the Tomita-Takesaki theory for von Neumann algebras associated with cyclic seperating vectors; details can be found in [Tak02] or [Tak70] . Let M be a von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert space H, and assume that Ω P H is a cyclic and separating vector of M. (We do not require Ω " 1.) One defines unbounded antilinear operators S : MΩ Ñ MΩ and F : M 1 Ω Ñ M 1 Ω such that for any x P M, y P M 1 , SxΩ " x˚Ω, F yΩ " y˚Ω.
S and F are indeed preclosed operators, whose closures are also denoted by the same symbols S and F respectively. Moreover, S˚" F . Let S " J∆ 1 2 be the polar decomposition of S, where the positive operator ∆ " S˚S is called the modular operator, and the antiunitary map J is called the modular conjugation. We have
. For any t P R, we have
Tomita-takesaki theory can be applied to non-local extensions without difficulty. This will be used to derive a categorical Tomita-takesaki theory in this section. We first choose a system of dual objects and standard evaluations for E f . This means that for each H i P ObjpRep f pAqq, we choose a dual object H i and standard evaluations ev i,i , ev i,i satisfying (2.16) and (2.17). For the vacuum representation H 0 , its dual object is fixed to be H 0 , and the standard evaluations are chosen in an obvious way. The dual object of H i is fixed to be H i . Namely, we set H i " H i and ev i,i " ev i,i , ev i,i " ev i,i . (This is necessary for the categorical S and F operators to be involutions.) Finally, if the dual objects and the standard evaluations of H i , H j P ObjpRep f pAqq are chosen, then the dual object of H i b H j is assumed to be H j b H i , and the standard evaluations are
This last condition will be used in the PCT theorem of E f (see (5.8)). Recall that we set coev i,i " evi ,i and coev i,i " evi ,i . Then for any r I P r J we define unbounded linear operators S r I , F r I : H i Ñ H i with domains H i pIq such that for any ξ P H i pIq,
Note that S r I and F r I depend not only on r I but also on the choice of dual objects and evaluations. We also understand S r I and F r I as categorical operators, which means that they can act on any object of Rep f pAq. 
Proof. By the uniqueness up to unitaries of standard evaluations, there exists a unitary u i P Hom A pH i , H p i q such that ev 1 i, p i " ev i,i p1 i b u´1 i q and ev 1 p i,i " ev i,i pu´1 i b 1 i q. Using the functoriality of E f one obtains the desired equations. 
Note that in the above two equations, Lpξ, r Iq˚is a bounded linear operator from
Proof. That S r I ξ and F r I ξ are inside H i pIq is obvious from the definition of S r I and F r I . For any χ P H k , we use proposition 2.3 to compute that
The other equation is proved similarly.
We now show that S r I and F r I are involutions. This fact is closely related to the conjugate equations (2.16) and (2.17). Proof. We compute
Similarly, we may use (2.17) to show F 2 r I ξ " ξ. The above two propositions imply immediately the following:
Next, we relate S r I and F r I . To begin with, recall that we can define the twist operator ϑ i on any H i P ObjpRep f pAqq to be the unique operator in End A pH i q such that
where we recall that ß is the braid operator of ReppAq, and the evaluations are assumed to be standard. Then, by [Müg00] , ϑ i is a unitary operator independent of the choice of standard evaluations, and that the actions of ϑ on all H i P ObjpRep f pAqq (as ϑ i ) define a ribbon structure compatible with the braided C˚-tensor structure of Rep f pAq. (Indeed, ϑ i is unitary if and only if the evaluations are standard.) This means, among other things, that ϑ commutes with homomorphisms, that for any H i , H j P ObjpRep f pAqq,
and (hence) that
(4.10)
Proposition 4.5. We have
More precisely, for any ξ P H i pIq we have F r I ξ " ϑ i S r I ξ.
Proof. By the braiding axiom of E f we have Rpξ, r
We will see later that S r I and F r I are preclosed. Therefore Sr I S r I " Fr I F r I , which will be denoted by ∆ r I . This fact is crucial for proving the geometric modular theorems. We now show the Möbius covariance of S r I and F r I .
Proposition 4.6. For any g P Ć PSUp1, 1q,
Proof. The domain of S g r I | H i is H i pgIq, whereas the domain of gS r I g´1| H i is gH i pIq. From (1.2) one clearly has gH i pIq " H i pgIq. Now choose any ξ P H i pgIq. Then g´1ξ P H i pIq, and Lpξ, g r Iq " gLpg´1ξ, r Iqg´1 by the Möbius covariance of E f . Notice that Ω is Ć PSUp1, 1q-invariant. Therefore
To prove further properties of S r I and F r I , we have to relate them with the S and F operators of non-local extensions of A. First of all, if Q " pH a , µ, ιq is a C˚-Frobenius algebra in Rep f pAq, then H a is self dual, and ev a,a :" ι˚µ defines an evaluation satisfying the conjugate equation pev a,a b 1 a qp1 a b coev a,a q " 1 a " p1 a b ev a,a qpcoev a,a b 1 a q.
We say that Q is standard if ev a,a is a standard evaluation.
In the remaining part of this section, we shall always assume that Q is a standard C˚-Frobenius algebra in Rep f pAq. Note that we have already chosen a dual object and a pair of standard evaluations for each object in Rep f pAq. In particular, we have fixed for the object H a a dual H a and standard evaluations ev a,a , ev a,a . By the uniqueness up to unitaries of standard evaluations, we have a unitary ǫ P Hom A pH a , H a q satisfying ev a,a pǫ b 1 a q " ι˚µ " ev a,a p1 a b ǫq, (4 ù ùù ù ǫp1 a b ev a,a qRpF r I ξ, r Iqµ˚ιΩ "ǫp1 a b ev a,a qpµ˚ι b 1 a qRpF r I ξ, r IqΩ " ǫp1 a b ev a,a qpµ˚ι b 1 a q¨F r I ξ.
By (4.13) we have pǫ b 1 a qµ˚ι " coev a,a . Therefore ǫp1 a b ev a,a qpµ˚ι b 1 a q " pǫ b ev a,a qpµ˚ι b 1 a q "p1 a b ev a,a qpǫ b 1 a b 1 a qpµ˚ι b 1 a q " p1 a b ev a,a qppǫ b 1 a qµ˚ι b 1 a q "p1 a b ev a,a qpcoev a,a b 1 a q " 1 a .
This proves the second equation. A similar argument proves the first one. 
By our definition of a system of dual objects and standard evaluations, H k b H k is the dual object of itself, and we have ev kbk,kbk " ι˚µ by (4.1). Thus the reflection operator ǫ " 1 kbk . Now assume that tH i : i P Eu is a family of objects in Rep f pAq where E is a finite set. Let H k " À iPE H i , and assume that the dual object and standard evaluations are
where ev i,i : H i bH i Ñ H 0 is naturally extended to H k bH k Ñ H 0 and ev i,i to H k bH k Ñ H 0 . (We can always assume this by slightly adjusting the system of dual objects and standard evaluations without affecting the other results under discussions.) Let Q be the corresponding standard C˚-Frobenius algebra for H k bH k . Then we have a natural unitary equivalence
Moreover, for each i, j, l, m P E, the restriction of µ to In the case that 0 P E, i.e., tH i : i P Eu contains the vacuum module, notice that H 0 " H 0 . Then for each i, j P E, 
(4.27) called the transpose of G. G _ is independent of the choice standard evaluations, and we have G __ " G. Thus G :" pG _ q˚" pG˚q _ (4.28)
which is in Hom A pH i , H j q and called the conjugation of G. See for example [Yam04] .
It is easy to see that G " G. We now show that conjugations of morphisms are implemented by the modular conjugation J r I . Recall that two closed operators A and B on a Hilbert space H are said to commute strongly if the von Neumann algebras generated by A and by B commute. 7 We now recall the definition of strongly commuting diagrams of closed operators:
Definition 4.11. Let P, Q, R, S be Hilbert spaces, and A : P Ñ R, B : Q Ñ S, C : P Ñ Q, D : R Ñ S be unbounded closed operators. By saying that the diagram of closed operators
commutes strongly, we mean the following:
(Such construction is called the extension from A, B to R, and from C, D to S.) Then R and S commute strongly. In the case that A and B are preclosed antilinear operators, we choose anti-unitary operators U 1 on R and U 2 on S. We say that (4.29) commutes strongly if the following diagram of closed linear operators commutes strongly:
This definition is independent of the choice of U 1 , U 2 . Note that ψ is in general not normalized: By the fact that ι " coev i,i we have ψp1q " d i where d i is the quantum dimension of H i . We give another description of ψ: Let E : M Ñ π i,I pApIqq be the minimal conditional expectation of the subfactor π i,I pApIqq Ă M. Transport the state x¨Ω|Ωy of ApIq to π i,I pApIqq and denote it by ψ 0 . Then the normalized state d´1 i ψ equals ψ 0˝E .
Categorical and non-local Bisognano-Wichmann theorems
Let r : z P S 1 Þ Ñ z P S 1 be the reflection. Then r " r´1, and g P PSUp1, 1q Þ Ñ rgr P PSUp1, 1q is an automorphism of PSUp1, 1q. Recall that any element in PSUp1, 1q takes the form g "ˆα β β α˙w here |α| 2´| β| 2 " 1. Then we have rgr "ˆα β β α˙.
We lift this automorphism to Ć PSUp1, 1q and also denote it by rp¨qr. For r I " pI, arg Iq P r J , we define r r I " prI, arg rI q where arg rI pzq "´arg I pzq for any z P rI. Define S 1 " ta`ib P S 1 : b ą 0u be the upper semi-circle. Define Ă S 1 such that arg S 1 takes values in p0, πq. Then Ă S 1 :" r Ă S 1 is the lower semi-circle with arg values in p´π, 0q. Note that Ă S 1 is the clockwise complement of Ă S 1 . We write ∆ Ă S 1 , ∆ Ă S 1 , as ∆`, ∆ŕ espectively. We also define Θ " J Ă S 1 , called the PCT operator of E f . Note that Θ is an involution. Also, if g P Ć PSUp1, 1q and r I " g Ă S 1 , then by proposition 4.6, J r I " gΘg´1.
(5.1)
The following noteworthy result is just proposition 4.12.
Theorem 5.1. For any morphism G of objects in Rep f pAq, we have G " Θ¨G¨Θ.
Consider the rotation subgroup ̺ptq "˜e r I is a oneparameter group independent of r I. Thus δp2πtq∆ it " δ´p2πtq∆ it where δ´" δ S 1 . By (4.24), we have ∆ it " ∆´i t . We also have δ´p2πtq " ̺pπqδp2πtq̺p´πq, which equals δp´2πtq by an easy calculation. Thus zptq " zp´tq, which forces zptq to be 1. This proves the geometric modular theorem. By the non-local Haag-duality (theorem 3.7), 
(5.9)
Notice that ΘxΘ P AprIq by the PCT theorem for A.
Proof. Choose an arg I . Then, by (2.5), we have π i,I pxq " LpxΩ, r Iq| H i and π i,rI pΘxΘq " RpΘxΘΩ, r r Iq| H i " RpΘxΩ, r r Iq| H i . We may now apply (5.8) to prove the desired equation.
Remark 5.6. The above corollary gives an explicit construction of dual representation of any H i P ObjpRep f pAqq. Namely, we choose any seperable Hilbert space H i , and choose an arbitrary anti-unitary map A : H i Ñ H i . Define a representation π i of A on H i such that for any I P J and x P ApIq, π i,I pxq " A¨π i,rI pΘxΘq¨A´1.
(5.10)
Then pH i , π i q is a dual object of pH i , π i q.
The conformal spin-statistics theorem is also an easy consequence of the categorical PCT theorem:
Theorem 5.7 ([GL96] Thm. 3.13, [Jörß96] Sect. 4.1). On any H i P ObjpRep f pAqq we have ϑ " ̺p2πq.
(5.11)
Proof. By (4.24) we have Θ "
proposition 4.6 we also have S Ă S 1 " ̺p´πqS Ă S 1 ̺pπq, and hence J Ă S 1 " ̺p´πqΘ̺pπq. So ϑ´1Θ " ̺p´πqΘ̺pπq. By the categorical PCT theorem, Θ̺ptq " pr̺ptqrqΘ " ̺p´tqΘ. Therefore ϑ´1Θ " ̺p´2πqΘ and hence ϑ " ̺p2πq.
We now want to generalize theorem 5.2 to any (non-necessarily standard) C˚-Frobenius algebra Q " pH a , µ, ιq in Rep f pAq. Notice that ι˚µ is an evaluation of the self-dual object H a . Thus, by the uniqueness of evaluations up to multiplications by invertible morphisms, there is a unique invertible ǫ P Hom A pH a , H a q, also called reflection operator, such that ev a,a pǫ b 1 a q " ι˚µ " ev a,a p1 a b pǫ´1q˚q.
(5.12) 
Unbounded operators in rigid categorical extensions
In this section, we discuss the relation between the domain of ∆ 1 2 I and the preclosedness of certain unbounded operators in E f . First, we recall the following wellknown fact (cf. [Tak02] section VI.1). A proof is included for the reader's convenience. Proof. Let J be the modular conjugation. Recall that S :" J∆ 1 2 has core MΩ, F " S˚" J∆´1 2 has core M 1 Ω, and SxΩ " x˚Ω, F yΩ " y˚Ω for any x P M, y P M 1 .
First, we assume that (a) is true. Then, for any y P M 1 , we compute xS˚yΩ|ξy " xy˚Ω|ξy " xΩ|yξy " xΩ|L pξqyΩy " xL pξq˚Ω|yΩy, which shows that ξ P DpSq " Dp∆ 1 2 q and Sξ " L pξq˚Ω. Next, assume that (b) is true. Choose any y 1 , y 2 P M 1 . Then xL pSξqy 1 Ω|y 2 Ωy " xy 1 Sξ|y 2 Ωy " xSξ|y1 y 2 Ωy " xF y1 y 2 Ω|ξy " xy2 y 1 Ω|ξy "xy 1 Ω|y 2 ξy " xy 1 Ω|L pξqy 2 Ωy, which shows L pSξq Ă L pξq˚. Thus Ω P DpL pSξqq Ă DpL pξq˚q, and Sξ " L pSξqΩ " L pξq˚Ω. Since L pSξq has dense domain, so does L pξq˚. Therefore L pξq is preclosed.
We would like to generalize the above proposition to E f . For any r I P r J , recall that r I 1 is the clockwise complement of r I. It turns out that for any ξ P H pr i pIq, L pξ, r Iq is preclosed on any H j P ObjpReppAqq. To prove this, we first need a lemma.
We now relate the preclosedness of L pξ, r
Iq with the domain of ∆ 
Thus ιΩ is in the domain of L Q pξq˚if and only if coev i,i Ω is in the domain of L pξ, r Iq˚| H i bH i . If this is true then L Q pξq˚ιΩ " L pξ, r Iq˚coev i,i Ω. We thus conclude that (a) holds if and only if ιΩ P DpL Q pξq˚q. On the other hand, since the reflection operator ǫ of Q equals 1 a , by proposition 4.7 we know that ∆ I | Ha and S r I | Ha are respectively the modular operator and the S operator for pM, ιΩq. By (4.21) and the sentences thereafter, the restrictions of ∆ I | Ha and S r I | Ha to H i are ∆ I | H i and S r I | H i respectively. Thus (b) holds if and only if ξ is in the domain of the square root of the modular operator for pM, ιΩq. Therefore, by proposition 6.1, (a) and (b) are equivalent; when (a) or (b) is true, we have ξ P H pr i pIq and S r I ξ " L Q pξq˚ιΩ " L pξ, r Iq˚coev i,i Ω. To prove the equivalence of (a') and (b) and the second equation of (6.5), construct Q " pH k b H k , µ, ιq where H k " H 0 ' H i and use similar arguments.
A Connes categorical extensions
In this appendix section, we sketch the constuction of categorical extensions via Connes fusion. Details can be found in [Gui18] . We do not assume the representations to be dualizable in this section.
Recall that we set H i pIq " Hom ApI 1 q pH 0 , H i qΩ. For any ξ P H i pIq, we define Zpξ, r Iq to be the unique element in Hom ApI 1 q pH 0 , H i q satisfying ξ " Zpξ, r
IqΩ. If J is disjoint from I, we define a (degenerate) inner product x¨|¨y (antilinear on the second variable) on the algebraic tensor product H i pIq b H j pJq such that for any ξ 1 , ξ 2 P H i pIq and η 1 , η 2 P H j pJq, xξ 1 b η 1 |ξ 2 b η 2 y " xZpη 2 , Jq˚Zpη 1 , JqZpξ 2 , Iq˚Zpξ 1 , IqΩ|Ωy.
(A.1) This is nothing but the formula of Connes relative tensor product. We let H i pIqbH j pJq be the Hilbert space completion of H i pIq b H j pJq under this inner product. Note that ApIq and ApJq can naturally act on H i pIq b H j pJq by acting on the first resp. second component of the tensor product. If I 0 Ă I and J 0 Ă J, then H i pI 0 q and H j pJ 0 q are dense in H i pIq and H j pJq. It is not hard to check that H i pI 0 q b H j pJ 0 q is also dense in H i pIq b H j pJq under the above inner product. Thus we have a natural unitary map H i pI 0 q b H j pJ 0 q » Ý Ñ H i pIq b H j pJq induced by inclusion of intervals. Its adjoint H i pIq b H j pJq » Ý Ñ H i pI 0 q b H j pJ 0 q is the natural unitary map induced by restriction of intervals. Both maps commute with the actions of ApI 0 q and ApJ 0 q.
Let I 1 , I 2 be disjoint respectively from J 1 , J 2 . First, assume that these two pairs of intervals "overlap properly", which means that I 1 X I 2 , J 1 X J 2 P J . Then
defines a natural unitary map H i pI 1 q b H j pJ 1 q » Ý Ñ H i pI 2 q b H j pJ 2 q. In general, we need to choose a path γ : r0, 1s Ñ Conf 2 pS 1 q, where Conf 2 pS 1 q " tpz, wq P S 1 : z ‰ wu. We assume that γp0q P I 1ˆJ1 and γp1q P I 2ˆJ2 . Then we can define a natural unitary map γ ‚ : H i pI 1 q b H j pJ 1 q » Ý Ñ H i pI 2 q b H j pJ 2 q by covering γ by a chain of pairs of open intervals pK 1 , L 1 q, . . . pK n , L n q, such that K 1 " I 1 , L 1 " J 1 , K n " I 2 , L n " J 2 , and that for each l " 1, 2, . . . , n, pK l´1 , L l´1 q and pK l , K l q overlap properly. Then we can use a chain of unitary maps induced by restriction and inclusion of intervals (as in (A.2)) to define γ ‚ . We say that γ ‚ is the path continuation induced by γ. If we have paths γ 1 , γ 2 , then pγ 1˚γ2 q ‚ " γ ‚ 1 γ ‚ 2 . Moreover, γ ‚ depends only on the homotopy class of γ. Then we can transport the actions of ApI 1 q, ApJ 1 q from H i pI 1 qbH j pI 1 q to H i pI 2 qbH j pI 2 q through the map γ ‚ . Indeed, the result of transportation is independent of the choice of γ (but not just its homotopy class). It turns out that we have a well defined action of A on any Connes fusion H i pIq b H j pJq so that it restricts to the standard actions of ApIq, ApJq on H i pIq b H j pJq, and that the actions of A commute with all path continuations. Thus H i pIq b H j pJq becomes a representation of A, and the path continuations are unitary isomorphisms of A-modules.
In the construction of the tensor category ReppAq, we let H i bH j be H i pS 1 qbH j pS 1 q, where S 1 , S 1 P J are respectively the upper and lower semi-circle. Choose arg S 1 (resp. arg S 1 ) to be the one whose values are inside p0, πq (resp. p´π, 0q). This defines Ă S 1 and Ă S 1 . Now, for each r I " pI, arg I q P r J and ξ P H i pIq, we describe the operator Lpξ, r Iq. Recall that r I 1 is the clockwise complement of r I, which means that I 1 is (the interior of) the complement of I, and r I 1 is clockwise to r I. We write r I 1 " pI 1 , arg I 1 q. The action Zpξ, Iq : η P H j pI 1 q Þ Ñ ξ b η P H i pIq b H j pI 1 q is a bounded operator which intertwines the actions of ApI 1 q. Thus Zpξ, Iq P Hom ApI 1 q pH j , H i pIq b H j pI 1 qq. We now choose a path γ : r0, 1s Ñ Conf 2 pS 1 q from IˆI 1 to S 1ˆS1 such that the arguments of r I and r I 1 are changing continuously to those of Ă S 1 and Ă S 1 respectively along γ. Then for each η P H j , Lpξ, r
Iqη is defined to be
Define a path ρ : r0, 1s Ñ Conf 2 pS 1 q from S 1ˆS1 to S 1ˆS1 by ρptq " pe iπp 1 2´t q , e iπp´1 2´t. Then
is the braiding ß i,j . We define Rpξ, r Iqη " ß i,j Lpξ, r Iqη. That these operators define a categorical extension E " pA, ReppAq, b, Hq of A (called Connes categorical extension) was proved in [Gui18] .
B Möbius covariance of categorical extensions
Let E f " pA, Rep f pAq, b, Hq be the rigid (vector-labeled and closed) categorical extension of the Möbius covariant net A. Recall that we assume objects in Rep f pAq (which are dualizable) to be Möbius covariant, which means that (1.2) holds for any g P Ć PSUp1, 1q and I P J . In this section we prove theorem 2.5, namely, that the fusion of two Möbius covariant representations is also Möbius covariant, and that E f is Möbius covariant. We remark that the arguments in this section can also be used to show that E is conformal covariant when A is so; see the end of the section.
We first notice the following easy fact:
Lemma B.1. Any morphism in Rep f pAq commutes with the actions of Ć PSUp1, 1q.
Proof. Let H i , H j P Rep f pAq and G P Hom A pH i , H j q. Let H k " H i ' H j . Then the unique representation U k of Ć PSUp1, 1q on H k is described by U k pgq " diagpU i pgq, U j pgqq for any g P Ć PSUp1, 1q. We regard G as an endomorphism of H k by acting trivially on H j . Then it suffices to show that any endomorphism of H k commutes with the action of Ć PSUp1, 1q on H k . By linearity, it suffices to prove this for any unitary V P End A pH k q. Then, by the uniqueness of the representation of Ć PSUp1, 1q on H k , we have U k pgq " V U k pgqV˚for any g P Ć PSUp1, 1q. Therefore V commutes with the action of Ć PSUp1, 1q.
Choose any H j P ObjpRep f pAqq, r I P r J , and define a unitary representation V r I of Ć PSUp1, 1q on H i b H j by setting To show that V makes H i b H j Möbius covariant, we need to check that
